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Comedy’s answer to Michael Jordan has enough fresh
puns, quips and gory details to keep you laughing all the
way to the final whistle

Australian comedian Ross Voss presents his debut Edinburgh Festival Fringe
show with impish charm, whilst fully dressed in a basketball singlet and shorts.
Why? After a knee injury cut short a promising basketball career, Ross may now
be stuck watching games from his couch, but his quick wit will deliver a
slam-dunk of a set.

A life sitting on the sidelines may not be the route to sporting success, but it’s
helped Ross discover the failings of automotive repair shops, the humour in fruit
and veg, and even the limits of using family as interior decorators. Not content
with safe performances, he is determined to challenge the chiselled cynicism so
often embodied by commercial comedy superstars with his wide eyed youthful
amazement.

A stand up comedian for almost ten years, Ross is immersed in the Adelaide
comedy scene and has hosted Monday Night for the Lonely Soul, a weekly variety
show, since 2012. Ross writes, directs, performs and produces theatre, with over
ten productions since 2004. He’s directed the acclaimed original musical
Centrelink the Musical, and last year he produced and starred in The Perfectionist
by David Williamson.

Lovers of comedy, take a punt on Ross Voss and you are certain to be onto a
winner.

‘Ross Vosvotekas has written a fantastic surrealist farce where the
characters are chess pieces. The writing is tight and the satire is biting,
poking fun at the US in a political criticism that is amongst the best
comic writing you could hope to see’ HHHHH TheatreGuide.com.au

‘Ross Vosvotekas has directed this production with a sharp pace and
equally sharp perception, achieving a most satisfying, engaging mixture
of credible drama and tangy humour’ StageWhispers.com
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ten word blurb

Australian comedian’s Edinburgh debut combines gags, stories and jokes
aplenty.
twenty word blurb

After bringing tears of laughter to the eyes of Adelaide audiences, Ross Voss
makes his Edinburgh debut.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

Australian comedian’s Edinburgh debut will amuse with gags, stories and
jokes. ‘Left with tears in my eyes it was so funny!’ (Adelaide Fringegoer).
‘Take a punt lovers of comedy on Ross’ (Peter Maddern, Kryztoff).

fringe web blurb

Australian comedian’s Edinburgh debut. Ross Voss will amuse with gags,
stories & jokes. ‘Left with tears in my eyes it was so funny!’ (Adelaide
Fringe-goer). ‘Take a punt lovers of comedy on Ross’ (Peter Maddern,
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